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Abstract: The everlasting growth of watermarking scheme extended into the digital speech processing to provide the efficient and 

secure scheme for audio signal authentication. This type of watermarking  are mainly used in the application such as air traffic 

control, digital cinema to find the unauthorized recorded footage, speech data hiding, internet audio transmitting. In above 

application are implanted by the fragile watermarking. Spread spectrum, pitch work method, chirps method. Now a day’s 

watermarking algorithm are case the problem of tampered detection in image and audio watermarking. Here this paper focused on 

the detecting tampered detection using speech signals. For this reason, a new watermark method are proposed using a technique of 

source channel coding, hash algorithm .This novel method is proposed a compressed from of audio signal generated by the speech 

codec and provide the proper channel coding to introduce the protected against the tampering. Experimental results show that the 

self –recovered audio signal, without loss in the quality of original audio signal. In future analysis of my project work focussed on the 

function of wavelet transform method and MELP scheme to get the high quality of tampered allocation comparatively this proposed 

method for audio signal.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
 Digital watermarking aim to hide the watermark data such as publisher’s name, signature, logo, ID number, etc. into 

the actual media object without affecting its quality of signal processing.. When necessary, the owners can extract the 

watermark data to declare their copyright. Based on the application areas, digital watermarking is usually categorized into audio 

watermarking, image watermarking and video watermarking. This paper focuses on audio watermarking. Since an audio signal 

is one-dimensional and the human auditory capability more sensitive than other sensory perceptions such as vision. It is more 

difficult to hide additional data into an audio signal than into other multimedia data, without reducing the quality of original 

audio.  

An effective and secure audio watermarking scheme having three important aspects: imperceptibility, robustness and 

security. Imperceptibility means that the embedded watermark data should be almost inaudible. Robustness focused on ability to 

get the original form of data without affecting the attacks. The requirement on imperceptibility and robustness are contradictory 

but must be satisfied. Security means that providing the secret key value to original speech or data. It is used to unknown person 

cannot extract the watermarks without knowing the secret key. Apart from these attributes, low computational complexity and 

adjustability of the watermarking scheme are additional advantages. An efficient watermarking scheme is particularly important 

for time-demanding applications (e.g., delivering the audio data over the Internet). 

 In nowadays, many watermarking methods have been proposed for digital audio signals. This type of audio 

watermarking methods are implemented the techniques such as Patchwork-based audio watermarking [8].In this approach to 

resist de-synchronization attacks produced by functions of embedding stage, the watermarks is embedded into the host audio 

signal in the discrete cosine transform domain and then a set of synchronization bits are implanted into the watermarked signal 

in the logarithmic DCT (LDCT) domain.  Another category of audio water marking implemented in to spread spectrum 

technique to embed the watermark speech to original speech.[1]-[3].and also well know categories, of speech and audio 

watermark can be discuss  in the literature[15]-[18],.in order to overcome the problem of audio watermarking Arnold scheme, 

new algorithm was introduced  patchwork based embedding and decoding scheme[5].most of the watermark method  are cause 

the problem of self- recovery  in the image literature have been proposed so far [6],[7],[11],[12]more over in this study analysis 

help to introduced the new aim  at self-embedding signal generation algorithm for digital speech processing. 
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This paper describe on the digital signal watermarking area of speech processing using self- recovery method. In this 

scheme original speech signal is applied to the source channel encoding processing to implement  the encoding and decoding 

processing to allocate the secrete key value and also the same original speech signal is applied to frame decomposition 

processing and it is divided the frame structure and then one MSB bit value taken into the frame structure. It is applied to hash 

generation was get from the [9] image block, here developed by the speech processing .this hash technique to allocate the 

tampered value of original speech processing. 

After that the actual speech involved in the watermarking embedded processing. In order to decompose the watermark 

speech to original speech the reverse processing is given to the receiver signal as same as for watermark generation and then 

channel decoding, inverse permutation, source decoding, speech reconstruction processing involved. The receiver signal also 

checks the tamper detection and authentication to get the quality of original speech signal. 

This paper is proceeding as follows. The Self-recovery speech watering method discussed in  section II. This section 

also included by the proposed watermarking speech processing technique and also discuss about the watermark generation and 

embedding, this is also carry the tampered allocation and recovered speech processing. Experimental results are presented in the 

section III. Section IV having concluding and future work remark are discussed. 

 

II. SELF –RECOVERY SPEECH WATERMARKING METHOD 

 
A. WATERMARK SPEECH PROCESSING 

  

To generate watermark speech signal and also to embed it with original speech signal, source channel coding and hash 

algorithm is used here. Similarly the inverse operation is performed in the receiver side to recover a original speech signal. The 

algorithms useful for generating and detecting watermark speech signal processing is discussed below 

1) Source coding: Source coding theorem (or noiseless coding theorem) establishes the limits to possible data 

compression. The applied speech codec also determines the quality of the recovered speech at the tampered 

regions. Normally, codec’s of lower rates provide lower quality of the recovered speech. However, in case of 

applying such codec’s, more watermarking bits will remain for the tampering protection which gives a higher TTR 

value. Therefore, one can compensate between the conflicting criteria of the quality the recovered speech and TTR 

by adjusting the compression rate of the speech codec. 

2) Speech compression: The compression method of spec G.723 is used here. G.723 is an ITU standard for speech 

codec’s and this method are provides good quality audio at 24 and 40 Kbps. It is mainly used for the DCME 

applications. And latter folded into G.726.  

It provide the special function like 

  Maintaining high quality audio. 

 Provide the simultaneous encode & decode. 

 G.723 is much effective to uses in public telephone (POTS) system. 

3) Hash Algorithm : MD5 hash algorithm has following steps: 

 Audio file are allocating the Padding Bits. 

 64 bit length padding bit are allocated. 

 It is required 128-bit buffer. 

 Finally it is converted into 512 blocks. 

4) Hash Data Generation: A hash generation algorithm is applied to the preserved MSB of speech signal frames for 

the sake of authentication and tampering detection. Assuming the length of for hash bits of each frame, the 

collision probability that is the probability of a tampered frame randomly producing the original hash equals 2 -bh. 

Therefore, the length of hash bit stream must be set long enough to yield a collision probability asymptotically 

equal to zero. 

5) Reed-Solomon Channel Coding: The location of the tampering known by exploiting the hash bits, tampering can 

be modeled as an erasure channel. Therefore, proper channel erasure coding with the rate of R=ns/nc is required for 

the robustness of the watermark against tampering. Reed-Solomon (RS) codes are the optimum solutions for the 

erasure channels, that is, appending n-k parity symbols derived as the functions of the original information 

symbols into them, they can recover the information k symbols from each k-length set of healthy symbols out of n 

symbols received at the receiver. The fact that no other channel coding scheme would be capable to recover the 

information symbols with a smaller subset of k healthy received symbols proves optimality of the RS codes. 

However, there is recently invented solution of fountain codes for the erasure channels in fountain codes, decoding 

can be started before receiving k healthy samples, and ends successfully by receiving a little more than healthy 

samples. Less complexity is another advantage of the fountain codes in addition to the sooner start of the decoding 

http://www.ioirp.com/
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process. However, it cannot be exactly predicted that what length of the healthy received symbols is required to 

recover the information. This feature limits the access to an exact performance analysis compared to what exists 

for the RS codes, and is required in our design. Therefore, RS codes are chosen due to their optimality and 

predictability aspects.  

 

 

B. WATERMARK GENERATION AND EMBEDDING 

 

In self-recovery watermark schemes, a self-embedding signal is produced by inserting a watermark that consists 
of a representation of the original signal into itself to show robustness against tampering.  The source-channel 
coding approach is used to generate the tamper-proof speech signal. The original speech signal is compressed by a 
speech codec, and the compressed bit-stream is protected against tampering by the proper channel code. In 
addition to the channel code output bits, the watermark signal of each frame includes a hash of the preserved MSB 
of that frame, which helps to find the tampered frames at the receiver side. Having the location of the tampering 
known, it can be modelled as an erasure channel. Hence channel erasure decoder at the receiver can recover the 
compressed speech bit-stream from the channel code bits. This recovered lower quality speech signal replaces the 
received signal at the tampered frames. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Block diagram of watermark generation and embedding 
The step followed for watermark generation and embedding are  

 

 Apply the G.723 speech codec to the original speech of duration seconds to compress   it at the rate of 6400 

bps. 

 Convert the compressed bits to the m -bit symbols where m=16. The total number of source-code symbols 

would be k=t*6400/16. 

 Permute the resulting symbols based on the secret key of communication. 

 Apply RS (n,k)  on  GF(216)to the compressed speech symbols where  n=2*K. 

 Decompose the speech signal to the frames of 10 milliseconds or 80 samples. 

 Apply the MD5 hash algorithm to all bm=14*80 MSB of the samples of each frame to obtain bh=32hash bits 

of that frame. 

 Distribute the channel-coded symbols to the speech frames. Each frame hosts eight symbols or bc=128 bits. 

These 128 bits along with 32 hash bits of each frame construct the bw=160 watermark bits and replace two 

LSB of the speech samples of that frame. The watermarked speech signal is then produced. 

 

C. TAMPERED DETECTION AND SPEECH RECOVERY 

 

 The watermark speech is give into the receiver speech and then receiver side first extracts the co-efficient same as that of 

generated in the sender side. After that, extract the hash data value to find the tampered location value. As well as extracting 

processing frame decomposition also take place to fine the hash data .in both the hash data value is equal means it provide the 

further more operation or else it will take the attack to this processing. By means of apply inverse source channel decoding 

processing to obtain the secret key. Finally, the reconstruction form of original speech signal. The output of reconstruction 

speech value provide the without loss of data value to increase the quality of the speech signal to remove the noise and attacks. 

http://www.ioirp.com/
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of tampered detection and speech recovery 

 

The step followed for tampered detection and speech recovery are 

 

 Decompose the speech signal to the frames of 10 milliseconds or 80 samples. 

 For each frame, extract the watermark from nw=2 LSB of all samples. 

 Extract bh=32hash   bits of each frame from the watermark. 

 Apply the MD5 hash algorithm to all bm=14*80 MSB of the samples of each frame to   obtain bh=32hash   

bits of that frame. 

 Compare the extracted and calculated hash bits of each frame to determine the tampered frames. 

 Collect all fn=2*6400*t/16  the channel-coded symbols from the entire speech signal and pass it to the 

channel erasure decoder along with the list of the tampered frames to undergo the channel erasure 

decoding process and find the k=n/2 source-coded speech symbols. 

 Apply the inverse permutation to the output symbols of the channel erasure decoder in case of its 

successful decoding. 

 Apply the source decoder to find the compressed speech signal. 

 Replace the content of the tampered frames with the recovered compressed speech signal. The 

reconstructed speech signal is produced 

 

D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

The result show that the watermark generation and embedding and also produces the recovered speech signal by using the 

technique of source channel coding and hash algorithm  implemented the proper tampered region allocation to get the without 

loss of data to get the high quality of speech signal. 

Original speech signal output to get the MATLAB simulator result as below 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Original speech signal 
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The above original speech signal given to the tampered value allocation to overcome the problem of  self-recovered  

speech signal .and also tampered value must be below the half the original speech signal, one MSB bit value is applied to the 

tampered allocation this format is get from the frame decomposing processing. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 Tampered Speech Signal 

 

            The original speech signal and tampered speech signal value is embedded to get the watermark speech signal and its 

Produces secrete from of speech for the transmission. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 Watermark Speech Signal 

 

In order to get the original speech signal, the inverse processing applied to the watermark speech. Initially tampered 

location is detected and frame decomposition processing take place both the hash co efficient value will be equal means to 

http://www.ioirp.com/
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extract the tampered location to get the reconstruction from of speech signal value..if the value is not equal means the 

processing attack by the different type of attack .for that reason source channel coding value to be provide the proper channel 

coding scheme to obtain the high quality of audio signal. 

 
 

Fig. 6 Tampered Speech Signal 

 

 Finally the good quality of original speech signal value is obtained from the extraction processing of inverse source channel 

coding, inverse tampered detection of watermark speech signal at the receiver side. Reconstruction of original speech signal 

value are provide the without loss of data value. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  Fig. 7 Recovered Speech Signal 
 

The differed type of original speech signal is evaluated by the various of tampered alocation process in results are 

tabled below. 
 
 

TABLE I 

Generated from four speech samples 

 S1 S2 S3 S4 

Original speech 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 

Watermarked speech 4.41 4.45 4.3 4.4 

Tampered signal 1.57 1.6 1.7 1.7 

Recovered signal 3.85 3.8 3.6 3.5 

 

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK   
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A. CONCLUSION 

  

In this digital watermarking are used provide secure information. The above discuss on digital self-speech recovery 

method shows that watermark consists of a representation of the original signal itself to show robustness against tampering. 

The simulation result shows that original speech signal is encode and then it allocated the tampered region using hash 

algorithm to get the watermark speech signal and then reconstructed processing produced the original speech. 

  

B. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS  

 

In future work, I extend my project implementation using wavelet transform and MELP schemes. In case of wavelet 

transform provide the separation of original speech signal and mixed excitation linear predication used to embed the secret 

speech into original speech. It will improve the authentication of digital audio watermarking methods. 
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